
 

 

 

 

 

 

Power Tool Abrasive Accessories 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buffing Wheels, Compounds & Accessories 
 

Industrial Quality since 1892! 
Brushes for Drills & Grinders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Polishing Pads & Wash Mitts 

 

Specialty Abrasives 
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We’ve packaged these buff kits to take the mystery out of selecting buffing 
wheels & compounds.  Kits are made for 1/2” arbor bench grinders or    
1/4” hex mandrel mounted for drills.  Simplified selection: Choose from 
 “All  Metals Except Precious Metals” or “Precious Metals only”!  We’ve 
made it easy to get metal finishing right for the hobbyist & the professional!  
All in only four items with industrial quality in consumer friendly packaging.                                
 Keep it simple they said.  We listened!                     .      

Buff Kits for Drills &                  
 Bench Grinders  

Where’s the Mystery? 

7500013  Precious metal only                       082123-500131 
7500014  All metals except precious metals 082123-500148  

4” Kits for Drills (1/4” Hex Mandrel Mounted) :              

Made Better in the USA since 1892! 

6” Kits for Bench Grinders (includes 1/2” flanges) 

7500015 Precious metal only                        082123-500155 
7500016 All metals except precious metals  082123-500162 

Item #               Description                                                                               UPC code 

Item #               Description                                                                              UPC code 
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Examine Dico’s new Fray-Ryte® buff and you’ll find quality. Each Fray Ryte® 
is made from 15 compressed layers of biased industrial grade cloth. With a 
closed face, its narrow profile makes work faster and easier in tight places. 
Pleating creates pockets for holding compounds more efficiently while streak-
ing is virtually eliminated.  The cardboard center on a Fray-Ryte® prevents 
marring and scratching. And, the small center makes the work area larger. 
That means each buff lasts longer!   
                        .      
         Bulk            Individually polybagged    Blister Packed for retail sale 
6”   528-164                     526-164                         527-164 

7”:  528-165                     526-165                                                 

8”   528-166                     526-166                         527-166   

                 Fray-Ryte® :It works better...because it’s made better.  

Made in the USA! 

 

Fray-Ryte® Buffs  

    Cut down your cutdown time 
      6” : 527-164                    8”:  527-166 

6”: 528-164   7”: 528-165   8”: 528-166 



     NEW! 
           # 7600076 
  Arbor Adapter for Drills 

                    Hex shank Arbor Adapter 
           Use your drill in more ways than ever! 
                     UPC Code: 082123-76076-4 
- 1/4” hex shank provides best grip in power drills. 
- Quickly change accessories! 
- 1/2” threaded stud adapts Dico packaged buff wheels. 
- Ideal for any drill accessory that has a 1/2” arbor hole. 
- Includes two washers & hex nut. 
- Solid steel construction. 
- Always wear safety glasses & dust masks when using 
                Dico power tool accessories! 
 

Dico Products division of the Divine Brothers Co.        www.dicoproducts.com 
200 Seward Ave.  Utica, NY  13502                               sales@dicoproducts.com 
315-797-9088  

       # 7600073:bulk, 100 pack # 7600076: retail packaged,10 pack  











 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Match the color of 

the Compound 

Match the color of 

the Compound 

1-800-378-3546 

www.dicoproducts.com 

COMPOUNDS 
Black - E5 - Emery: Most Aggressive cutting, removes scratches, rust, & burrs from ferrous metals 
Brown - TC6 - Tripoli: Aggressive, removes surface marks on all non ferrous metals and plastics 
Gray - SCR - Stainless: General Purpose, Good cut and color, restores luster to ferrous metals 
Blue - PBC - Plastic: Excellent for plastics, acrylics & removing scratches from Corian 
White - WR1 - White Rouge: Restores natural luster to non-ferrous i.e. Aluminum, Copper & Brass 
Red - JR1 - Jewelers Rouge: Finest abrasive, premium product for coloring precious metals 
Green - GRN - Green Rouge: Brilliantly finishes all metal, particularly ferrous metal, Great coloring  

Buffing Wheels 
SPIRAL SEWN - The workhorse for most aggressive cutting 
CUSHION SEWN - Ideal for light cutting and coloring 
FLANNEL SEWN - Ideal for the final finish and a brilliant luster 

1-800-378-3546 All Rights Reserved No Reproduction by any means without permission of Dico Products www.dicoproducts.com  
Dico buffs with the "orange  thread" are made to exact specifications for consistency in quality  
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Buffing Instructions 

 

Applying the compound to your buffing wheel 
On a new wheel: Be sure the wheel is revolving toward you and has attained full speed. Then pass the compound 

lightly across wheel face in front of, and a little below spindle, until face is slightly coated. Now hold a clean piece of 

old metal lightly against wheel face for a few seconds to spread coating.  After face has been adequately charged 

with compound, you are ready to buff.  It will be necessary to apply more compound from time to time as you buff, 

and the best way to do this is with a wiping motion, being careful not to overload the wheel. Never use a wheel for 

coloring which has previously been used for coarse buffing or cutting down. Particles of grit remaining in the face 

may scratch your final finish. You will save time and avoid costly mistakes by using a separate wheel for each type 

of compound. 

It is easier to buff the correct way 
 Never put the compound on the article to be buffed. Grasp your work firmly and apply it lightly against face of 

wheel. Make sure to keep it below the center of the wheel, otherwise the buff might catch in your work and pull it out 

of your hands. Keep your work constantly in motion, always removing it from the wheel with a slanting downward 

stroke. This will blend buffing marks and help avoid spotty or streaked results. Wipe additional compound across 

wheel face as needed, but do not overload. Overloaded wheels will produce many thick, black streak marks. If this 

occurs, clean the buff with a buff rake or file and reapply the compound as needed. Do not use too much pressure 

against the wheel: let the compound and the wheel do the work. Use appropriate buffing wheels matched with 

compounds when changing from cutting to coloring to prevent coarser grits from becoming embedded in coloring 

wheels, potentially scratching your final finish. When finished, wipe the buffed surface with a soft cloth dipped in 

powdered whiting (talcum powder) to remove all traces of compound. Hot soapy water may also be used. A little 

practice will enable you to obtain the results you want. 
Hints and Recommendations 
• Use only one compound per buffing wheel. Using a pen or marker, label the side of each buff with the compound 

name or model # being used for future reference.  

• Friction will melt the compound onto the wheel. Apply additional compound as needed. 

• After cleaning, apply a sealer or car wax to your work to prevent the return of tarnish or oxidation.  

• To clean excessive compound build-up off the buffing wheel face, hold a Wheel Rake firmly with two hands lightly 

up against the spinning buffing wheel. After the excess compound is removed, you are ready to continue with your 

project.   

• Use great care when buffing plated metal. Thin plating is easily buffed off. Inspect plated work carefully. If you are 

unsure whether or not the piece to be worked is plated, try a magnet. If the magnet sticks, most likely the item is 

plated. 











Xtends the Life of Abrasive Belts & Discs! 
 
           Apply to abrasive belts or discs in preparation for their use.  Reapply  
                   continuously to maintain best abrasive performance. 
 Lowers operating temperature of  abrasives. 
 Coats & lubricates belts and discs. 
 Reduces “loading” of  power driven abrasives. 
 Enhances efficiency in the industrial workplace by reducing changeover time of 

abrasive belts. 
 Applications in Industrial, woodworking, consumer & automotive marketplaces! 
 Also useful for coating wood screws to make them faster & easier to drive! 
 
Made & Packaged in USA by Dico Products division of the Divine Brothers Co; a 
manufacturer of buffing compounds & abrasives since 1892. 
 
   

Sand Prep Stick 
Abrasive Grease for Discs or Belts 

 NEW! 

4 ounce Clamshell Packaged                Dico Model #: 7100047                            
Packed 5 to a box                              UPC: 082123710479 

Dico Products by Divine Brothers       200 Seward Ave  Utica, NY 13502            sales@dicoproducts.com       315-797-9088 



Dico Products division of Divine Brothers Co   200 Seward Ave  Utica, NY 13502   
sales@dicoproducts.com 

* Use to polish, burnish, blend, deburr, clean, and brighten stainless  
  steel, aluminum, brass, copper and other alloys. 

* Gives a uniform and consistent brushed satin finish on most metals 
  for the entire life of the brush. 

* Excellent for sanding wood surfaces to prepare for paint or stain. 
* Stock widths of 1” & 2”. 
* 5/8-11 insert “Spins on—Spins Off” any angle grinder! 

 

                                                 Made in USA! 

Maroon 
Very Fine  

Super Gold 
Fine 

Blue Flash 
Medium 

Satinmaster® Non Woven 
Flap Brush 

From Start to Finish  
We’ll Make You Shine 

421088AK: 4”X1”X5/8-11 
421088AR: 4”X2”X5/8-11 

421062AK: 4”X1”X5/8-11 
421062AR: 4”X2”X5/8-11 

421061AK: 4”X1”X5/8-11 
421061AR: 4”X2”X5/8-11 

 

Put the power of your angle grinder to work                        
   with nonwoven abrasives! 

Maroon: 240 grit                  Gold: 180 grit                     Blue: 120 grit. 
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